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Caracole Classic’s Spring Introductions Embody Glamour and Sophistication
Stylish designs influenced by the “Hollywood Regency” era translate timeless
inspirations for today’s livable luxury.

Greensboro, N.C., April 14, 2018 – Launching this spring, Caracole Classic debuts an understated yet opulent design
direction distinguished by timeless “Hollywood Regency” influences. Capturing the glamour and sophistication of the
1930s and 1940s, these fresh introductions draw inspiration from silver screen movie star legends and the glamourous
homes and estates of the period. Spanning bedroom, dining, upholstery and occasional, its thoughtful proportions and
refined tailoring render it perfect for today’s modern lifestyles.
Offering a slightly eclectic feel with broad appeal, these sophisticated designs feature luxurious materials and finishes,
including rare wood veneers, leather, stone, metal and lacquers. In addition to silhouettes with a Hollywood Regency
influence, additions to the Caracole Classic portfolio lend a nod to Neoclassical and Greek interpretations with each piece
classically inspired and yet on-trend for today. The 1940s French “Moderne” period also serves as a muse, adding a heightened
level of sophistication where every detail conveys luxury. Unique finishes seen throughout include Platinum Blonde,
Champagne Gold, and Cognac.
“Caracole Classic’s introductions showcase our ability to create furnishings that are perfectly suited for livable luxury,” says Jeff
Young, president and CEO. “Dramatic yet elegant, each design offers classic character and defining details. These new looks
capture the glamour of the 1930s and 1940s, while remaining relevant for today’s lifestyles.”
Highlights include:

Three’s Company Sectional
The epitome of glamour, our classic sectional is a dramatic showpiece
worthy of a star of the silver screen. Upholstered in a soft shadow grey
velvet, its curvaceous silhouette captures the gracious elegance of the
Hollywood Regency era. It features a shapely back button-tufted with
vertical, cuff link-inspired gold metal bars. Accent pillows include an
embroidered platinum motif on linen and a pebble textured fabric. This
sofa’s base edge is trimmed in Almost Black wood and accented with
conical metal feet in Champagne Gold.
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-contPretty Little Thing Chair
It’s impossible not to notice how pretty this chair is and we know you’ll agree
it has unforgettable allure. A shaped, open back distinguishes its silhouette
while contrasting upholstery adds another level of sophistication. Covered in
a luxurious dove grey velvet, its outside seat back is upholstered in a soft shade
of quartz. Fluted arms create instant glamour in Golden Shimmer Paint and are
finished with metal ferrules in Champagne Gold.

A Whole Bunch Cocktail Table
One of the Bunch Cocktail Table
Honey Bunch Cocktail Table
A true treasure, these three occasional tables work on their
own or can be bunched together for dramatic effect. A Whole
Bunch and One of the Bunch boast table tops crafted in
exquisite veneers of quartered Paldao finished in a rich Galway
finish. Honey Bunch is slightly taller with a smaller table top
artistically created from layers of Golden Blonde Leaf applied
in alternating patterns. Each table features legs finished in
Champagne Gold.

Dress To Impress
Exotic Madrona Burl and Figured Maple, both finished in Dark
Roast, combine in a piece with classic airs. The top has an inlay of
burl, edged by a simple black bead, and fully surrounded by the beautiful grain of figured maple. Gently rounded edges on this rectangular
piece raise above the top to create a thin bar rail. Four doors mix
vertical panels of maple, carved to look like tuxedo shirts, with flat
panels of burl for a stunning effect. The piece rests above the ground
on thin square-tapered legs with Whisper of Gold ferrules. Custom
Whisper of Gold pulls open four doors to reveal end sections with
single adjustable shelves and a center section with two shelves and a
drawer with custom knob pull.

###
ABOUT CARACOLE
A leader in both style and quality, Caracole delivers distinctive designs with high-style at an exceptional value.
Known for its unique materials, rich finishes and on-trend fabrics, the whole-home furniture manufacturer offers
a variety of stylish product portfolios designed to fit today’s homes and lifestyles. These include Caracole Classic,
Caracole Modern, Caracole Signature, Compositions, and Caracole Couture Custom Upholstery.
Available to both the trade and designers, Caracole shows in two locations: its flagship showroom at the High
Point Furniture Market in the IHFC -C500 and at Atlanta’s AmericasMart in Building 1, Suite 14-C-6. For more
information, visit caracole.com.
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